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News, offers and updates.

Ben Burgess
Connected News

NEW AutoTrac Universal 300 Package - automated steering for mixed fleets.

PROFIT FROM INSIGHT
WELCOME
In this edition of the Ben Burgess FarmSight
Connected News we hear from Simon
Watchorn of Park Farm, who discusses his
thoughts behind the buying process. Our
FarmSight Specialist, Joe Howard, on having
spent the spring with a Grimme GB430 potato
planter. We also have product updates on the
4240 Universal Display and the 18-2 software.

In this issue...

AUTOTRAC
UNIVERSAL 300
PACKAGE

THE NEW
JOHN DEERE
MYOPERATIONS APP

THE VALUE OF
CONNECTED
MACHINES

Working with a mixed fleet?
Find out more about the John Deere
AutoTrac Universal 300 Package. p. 3

The new John Deere MyOperations
App is a great way to view your
machine location and field data on
the move. p. 5

Our FarmSight Specialist, Mac
discusses the value of connected
machines with farm owner Algy
Garrod and farm manager John
Rutland. p.11

'WHERE SERVICE STILL COUNTS'
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CASE STUDY
SPRING 2018 WITH A GRIMME GB430 POTATO PLANTER
By Joe Howard
This spring, Chris and James Harrison of E.G Harrison took
delivery of a new Grimme GB430 4 row belt potato planter;
with a wish to fully utilise the technology and data that the
Grimme planter and John Deere GreenStar could provide.
With the planter being ISOBUS and the farm already having
GreenStar equipment we built a bespoke FarmSight Package
for their planting operation, providing automated end of row
shutoff and coverage maps of planted areas.

placement down to the variety, specific batch number of
each box and the seed size being used.

Planting map
produced from
the planter
and GreenStar.

Achieving automatic headland shutoff on the 4 row GB430
planter was enabled by simply using individual row shut off
as we did with customers using the same concept on the 2
row GB215 planters. This was easily achieved using a John
Deere 2630 GreenStar display which the customer already
had, with the addition of section control activation. This can
also be achieved using a John Deere tractor with 4600
display and premium activation or the universal 4640
display.
To enable the shut off to work, we simply had to map the
field and create a field boundary, allowing the creation of an
exterior headland boundary using a constant offset or a top
and bottom offset. This marks where the planter will then
shut each individual planting element off as it reaches the
headland and then switch the elements on again as entering
the work when the headland boundary is crossed.

These maps can then be uploaded either via wireless data
transfer (WDT), mobile data transfer (MDT) or USB stick
depending on hardware capabilities to the MyJohnDeere
operations centre, where maps can be viewed and printed,
and reports can be produced.
The real benefit of this field documentation is that it enables
the crop to be monitored by not only the farmer but his
agronomist and even the buyer from planting to harvest.
This also reduces the amount of record keeping the planter
operator has to do as it is all recorded in the GreenStar
display and can be safely stored and viewed in the
MyJohnDeere operation center and seamlessly transferred
to Farmplan Gatekeeper.

Potato crop showing end of row shut off.
The benefit of this is eliminating over planting in headlands
or roadways, saving seed and money. It also gives the
harvester driver a definite line on where to drop in again
which helps prevent any damage to the harvester, by
stopping the shear being lowered too early.
Using the John Deere 2630 display with its documentation
capability and already having the fields and boundaries
created, we were able to easily record the variety, batch
and serial number of the seed being planted to produce an
accurate coverage map of the field, showing accurate seed
Case Study

If for example there is an issue with seed contamination in
the crop, utilising the maps produced, the seed supplier and
grower can clearly see the affected areas.
The link in the chain was to produce harvesting maps by
again using GreenStar equipment and adding a
Greentronics weigh cell kit to the harvester. This allowed us
to use the harvester to produce yield maps and overlay
them with the planting maps, giving the grower more
detailed information on the performance of the field,
varieties, and even individual seed batches and sizes.
James & Chris have been delighted with the planter this
Spring and can really see the benefits we have been able to
add with the technology of our FarmSight package.
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JOHN DEERE 4240 UNIVERSAL DISPLAY
The new John Deere 4240 Universal Display combines the latest Gen 4 design and superior operating experience for
producers with mixed fleets.
Capacitive touchscreen with high resolution and clear
contrast
Robust display, even for use in an open operator station IP65 water and dust resistant
Extremely easy setup and startup of operations through
improved display navigation and intuitive Gen 4 user interface
AutoTrac™ guidance system improvements including
boundary track, preview for guidance lines, tramlines and
machine access paths
Documentation and variable-rate application functionality included in base price of the display – in line with all other Gen 4
displays
Documentation and setup data exchange with John Deere Operations Center through Wireless Data Transfer (WDT),
including Data Sync or simply using a USB stick
Support of Remote Display Access (RDA) in conjunction with JDLink™ system
Direct import and export of setup and documentation data in ISOBUS standard data format (ISOXML, requires Premium
Activation)
Precisely map and operate Section Control for up to 255 sections for all ISOBUS implements
Support of one video input

Gen 4 display 18-2 software update - What's new?

The latest John Deere display technology is available with the 18-2 software update. New features available within
the application include:
Documentation and variable-rate application (version 2 processor)
ISOBUS Documentation (Agricultural Industry Electronics Foundation [AEF] TC-GEO certification)
Generic ISOBUS VT run page module
Assignment Wizard for ISOBUS - AUX-N joystick (4240 and 4640 Universal Display only)
Flags
Expanded machine compatibility of the John Deere 4240 Universal Display and 4640 Universal Display
AEF-certified ISOBUS capabilities of John Deere displays
Additional software improvements

AUTOTRAC UNIVERSAL 300
John Deere is introducing AutoTrac Universal 300 for use
on John Deere and other brands of machines that are not
AutoTrac ready. This newest guidance product offers
even more features customers will find useful compared to
AutoTrac Universal 200, which it replaces. These include
easy, automatic setup; a smaller, more comfortable
steering wheel; and a quieter steering motor in a weatherresistant housing.
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AutoTrac Universal 300 complements the new 4240
Universal Display for open station tractors and other
equipment and is designed to get customers into the field
quickly, reliably and confidently. Setup is easy; simply press
"Start Calibration," drive several hundred feet, and AutoTrac
Universal 300 determines the correct settings for the
equipment.
"Most producers have experienced time and cost savings, as
well as the convenience and precision, that automated
guidance offers," said John Mishler, Tactical Marketing
Manager for John Deere precision ag products. He added
"AutoTrac Universal 300 provides producers these same
benefits when operating machines that aren’t currently
AutoTrac enabled in an easy-to-use, affordable system."

https://www.deere.com/en/our-company/news-and-announcements/news-releases/2018/agriculture/2018aug28-adds-precision-technology-product-suite/
Product Updates
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MYJOHNDEERE.COM
The John Deere Operations Center continues to add value
by providing tools and features that enable growers to
access their farm information from anywhere. There they
can see and analyze performance, collaborate with
partners to gain insights and increase profits, and direct
their plans with more precision in the field.
The new tools and features are available in the Operations
Center to help growers increase the value of their
operational work through:
Shapefile boundary import - Import boundary
shapefiles into the Operations Center, which have been
exported from subsidy application systems or farm
management software.
Flags in Land Manager - Manage flags in the
Operations Center and exchange them with the
machine’s display.
Land Manager – export in XLSX format
- Client/farm/field, boundaries, and guidance tracks can
be exported to XLSX format.
Operators without active MyJohnDeere™ portal
account in Operations Center - Operators can now be
created in the Operations Center and sent to the display
via setup file to use for spraying documentation.
Mobile Data Transfer (MDT) compatibility with Gen 4
displays - Mobile Data Transfer is now compatible with
the 4600 CommandCenter™ Display and 4640 Universal
Display.
Improvements for Job management functionality
- Managers are now able to edit work answers to make
corrections. Work descriptions can be deleted.
MyOperations™ app update - Using the MyOperations
app, it is now possible to adjust S700 Combine settings
within the mobile app and send them to a Gen 4 display.
John Deere Field Connect™ soil moisture probe data via Pessl Instruments telemetry viewable in Operations
Center.

Product Updates

The boundry generator tool application.

Auto Boundary Generator - This tool provides a quick and
easy way to create new boundaries based on documentation
data coming from the display. This allows users to get started
faster with John Deere Operations Center.
Rx-File updates - After creating a new prescription file, it will
be viewable in the field information box. The prescription is
linked to the field. In the information box, there is a new
“Prescription” tab where a preview of all created
prescriptions for this field are visible.
Crop Planner improvements - Crop Planner updates
include automatic job generation when planning new
operations, which allows for more flexibility and bulk actions
to simplify and speed up crop planning. Customizable work
descriptions are also available to better describe the different
operations.
Jobs Panel improvements and updates for MyJobs &
MyJobsManager apps - Improvements in the Jobs panel in
John Deere Operations Center allow for easier and faster job
creation. In addition, in the MyJobs and MyJobsManager
apps, there is now more flexibility in the process of adding
and editing new jobs. User roles can be managed by the
Team Manager tool.
Updates to the Team Manager Tool - The Team Manager
tool has a new overview. A table view allows for a quick
overview of the different access levels for each staff member
and partner.
Boundary Auto-Import Setting - Users can update their
preferences so that boundaries are no longer automatically
imported from the display data to prevent any overwriting of
boundaries.
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JOHN DEERE MYOPERATIONS MOBILE APP
Experience less downtime and reduce operation and input costs by always knowing where your machines are and what they are
doing. Producers can do just this with the free MyOperations app, while also using John Deere Operations Center to reference past
field operation information (harvest, seeding, application, and tillage) anywhere, anytime from a smartphone.
Users are able to remotely view the threshing clearance, threshing speed, cleaning fan speed, chaffer clearance, and sieve
clearance settings within the MyOperations app, new for 2018 harvest in a John Deere S700 Combine.
Main features:
Users can take the Operations Center with them, wherever they go
Always know where machines are and what the operators are doing to improve logistics, efficiency, and productivity
Field data in hand – access documented map layers from the Operations Center coming off the field as well as data from
previous seasons and years
Remotely view John Deere S700 Combine settings to ensure a high quality, consistent harvest
The following information is available within the app:
Location History showing where all machines in an organization have driven today
Machine measurements including engine hours, fuel, and diesel exhaust fluid (DEF) levels, machine state, fuel rate, hours,
engine load, engine speed, fuel consumed, time utilization, wheel slip, location history, machine alerts, and driving directions to
the machine
Productivity data including area worked on field cards
Map of fields showing last operation (seeding, application, harvest, and tillage) - requires field boundaries
Seeding data including variety, crop type, target rate, actual rate, and total seeds used
Application data including product, crop type, target rate, actual rate, product rate, and total product used
Seeding and harvest operation summary information
Harvest data including crop type, average yield, total yield, and moisture
Remote Display Access (RDA) for support of operators

COMBINE FEATURES WITHIN MYOPERATIONS APP
You can now manage harvesting operations from anywhere
within the MyOperations mobile application. New features in
the app allow producers to remotely view harvest information
such as yield, moisture, and area worked. In addition,
producers can remotely view and adjust S700 Combine
settings, giving them the ability to optimize the combine.
Current functionality allows them to see and adjust the
following five combine settings: concave clearance, rotor
speed, fan speed, chaffer clearance, and sieve clearance.

Value of MyOperations remote monitoring and adjust
functionality include:
Reduce cost and capture more grain through proper
settings enabled by remote monitoring and adjustment
Save time spent calling operators and traveling to different
machines
Enable more in-the-moment data management by seeing
more agronomic information

NOTE: This functionality is limited to model year 2018 and
newer S700 Combines.

Product Updates
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HARVESTLAB™ 3000
ONE SENSOR, THREE APPLICATIONS
The HarvestLab™ 3000 sensor can be used for three different applications:

HarvestLab™ 3000 and John Deere Constituent Sensing on a John Deere self-propelled forage harvester
Stationary application by adding a stationary kit to the HarvestLab™ 3000 and connecting it to a computer
John Deere Manure Sensing fitted to tankers or umbilical systems for slurry applications.
The HarvestLab™ sensor mounts to the top of the discharge spout and takes accurate dry matter and ingredient readings (more
than 4000 measurements per second) of the crop through the sapphire glass lens as crop passes through the spout. This is the
same technology forage labs use to measure dry matter. HarvestLab with John Deere Constituents Sensing measures dry matter,
and has the ability to measure sugar, starch, acid detergent fiber (ADF), neutral detergent fiber (NDF), and crude protein in corn
silage as well as ensiled material when used as a stationary unit.

When HarvestLab is used in conjunction with Harvest Monitor™, a wealth of important information becomes available to the
operator, including productivity in acres per hour, throughput in tons per hour, total area harvested, total crop mass harvested,
yields, and dry matter.

When the HarvestLab is used in conjunction with an 8000 or 9000 Series Self-Propelled Forage Harvester (SPFH) and a
GreenStar™ display, AutoLoc™ functionality is automatically present. AutoLoc automatically varies the length of cut according to
the desired crop-dry matter correlation settings based on the dry matter readings from the HarvestLab sensor.

News
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Manure sensing with
the John Deere
HarvestLab™ 3000

Application of manure is among the top three most
important contractor services across most areas in
Europe. With the application equipment continuously
becoming more professional and legislation more
stringent, this service is especially important for the
contractor segment. At the same time, the business is
being challenged. Application of manure is among the
top three most important contractor services across
most areas in Europe. With the application equipment
continuously becoming more professional and
legislation more stringent, this service is especially
important for the contractor segment. At the same time,
the business is being challenged with various aspects:

John Deere Manure Sensing enables real-time
constituents measurements in liquid organic fertilizers
(hog, cattle, biogas) using the HarvestLab 3000™
sensor (NIRS) which, in this case, can be installed and
flexibly moved between various application systems
including umbilical/drag line systems and across
several slurry tanker brands. The near infrared (NIR)
sensor is able to measure the key constituents of liquid
manure ingredients such as total nitrogen, ammoniumnitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, and dry matter with
more than 4000 measurement points per second
during application in the field. With John Deere Manure
Sensing, slurry application can now, for the first time
ever, be based on a nutrient target rate (kg/ha) for one
ingredient with an optional limit rate for a second
ingredient, and if desired, also based on a prescription
map. It enables very precise application of organic
nutrients with an agronomical optimized site-specific
fertilization rate in kg/ha instead relaying on an
estimated average nutrient level by applying a certain
amount of m/ha. Ultimately, this allows significant input
savings for mineral fertilizer and maximized crop yield
and product quality while ensuring environmentfriendly and sustainable farming.

Liquid manure is extremely heterogeneous in
nature and simply applying a certain volume of
slurry (m3/ha) often causes either over or under
fertilization, leading to drawbacks in both cases
Prices of mineral fertilizer have increased
significantly during the past years, making organic
liquid fertilizer an increasingly interesting option for
growers to use
Legal regulations, cross compliance, and
documentation requirements have become more
demanding and continue to do so
Public perception and acceptance has become a
challenge in many high-density manure areas

CUSTOMER FOCUS

THE THOUGHT BEHIND THE PURCHASE
By Simon Watchorn of Park Farm
Simon Watchorn of Park Farm, Earsham, recently purchased a
John Deere 6215R tractor and below discusses his thoughts
behind the buying process and the importance of ongoing
support and assistance after the purchase.

Operator, Matt Wilson, with his John Deere 6215R.
Time spent identifying the jobs the machine needs to do is time
well spent. Just buying a bigger machine than the last one is not
always the right thing to do. Was the old one being used
correctly? Were all the functions of the technology being fully
utilised? Were the implements matched to the tractor? Was the
tractor correctly weighted and balanced with all the correct tyre
pressures to enable the tractor to perform at its best? All these
questions point to making sure the operator knows what he is
doing.
Throughout the purchase process, I wanted to involve my
operator at all stages, and also made sure I focused on his
training. New machines cost a lot of money and getting the best
from that investment is paramount. Try and involve the operator
from the start. That person is going to spend a big chunk of his
working time using that machine. It is crucial that the
relationship between the operator and the machine gets off to a
good start. If on the first time of using the machine there are
problems, whatever happens after that will be difficult for you, as
the manager, to gain acceptance. The dealer has a vested
interest in making this relationship work. Use their knowledge
and expertise to train the operator. This does not mean a 10
minute post-delivery talk. Given the large capital investment you
have just made, an investment in training the operator is vital.
Buy the initial training as part of the purchase package. Once
you have used the machine for a while revisit training. The
operator by now will be familiar with the basic layout of the
machine. The second and third training sessions are where the
real benefits of training can be gained. In the purchase of the
machine you have paid for a high level of sophistication. It
makes good sense to utilise this aspect to its fullest extent.

One of the things I went into with my last purchase was the
physics of weighting and balancing of the tractor. I discussed
at length with Carl Pitelen, Ben Burgess FarmSight Specialist
for Norwich, which jobs I wanted the machine to perform. We
identified that the tractor would be doing heavy draft work,
subsoiling, high speed cultivating, "Sumoing" and
"Cultipressing". Running alongside those jobs were drilling and
spraying with a trailed sprayer especially in the wet. These
requirements point to a lighter weight tractor with the facility to
add weight to fully utilise the power in high draft situations.
The tyre choice was very important as I needed the load
carrying for a power harrow drill combination yet I needed to
lower the ground pressure to work in wet conditions. We
weighed the axle loads with and without the implements to
determine how much weight was required for each axle. The
weights needed to be changed quickly and safely as we went
from job to job. The tyres had a large diameter and a deep side
wall so that the footprint on the ground was long rather than
very wide. It is also important to have an operator who is
committed to being very diligent in checking and altering his
tyre pressures. Having the valves on the inside of the rim was a
big disincentive to altering the pressures. I had the tyres taken
off the rims so that new valve holes could be drilled on the
outside. This meant that checking the pressures was much
easier and would be done!
Finally, the Ben Burgess Optimisation training days helped my
operator, Matt, understand the reasons why all the measuring
and weighing was worthwhile. The training explained the basic
principles of the science behind the balancing of the external
weights to get the best from the machine. This knowledge has
helped him solve problems in the field as he goes along.
I hope that some of these thoughts, actions and the reasons
behind them will help you get the most from your investment in
both the machine and the operator.

Recent optimisation training with Trelleborg tyres.

Customer Focus
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Support
Precision
Packages
Farming with
and Pricing
Ben Burgess
Support and Services

YOUR EQUIPMENT

+ AMS TECHNOLOGY + DEALER SERVICES

You rely on your tractor, harvesting machines and self-propelled sprayers every second of the season. Increase your uptime with a Ben
Burgess support package. We’re committed to keeping you working without compromise. We continuously invest in technician training and
the latest technology to support you in the most efficient manner. Our Ben Burgess support packages have been designed with two goals in
mind: maximise your uptime and minimise your cost of operation. See for yourself — unlock the full potential of your John Deere tractor,
harvesting machine and self-propelled sprayers.

Ben Burgess
Connected
Uptime Package

* Phone, text and email support
(within Ben Burgess harvest hours)
* 3 x Remote Display sessions
* 2 x GreenStar software updates
(at Ben Burgess depot)
* End of season machine check via service
advisor remote
* Back up components

£225
(RRP £355)
for 12 months

ADDITIONAL SERVICES - PAY AS YOU GO
Phone support
Remote display session
Hourly rate for on-site visits
Hourly rate in depot work
Software update in depot
Software update on site
Software supplied on USB with instructions
In-field system set-up/optimisation with 1 implement
MyJohnDeere/Gatekeeper support
Set up MyJohnDeere account on customers computer and
instruction on site
In-field start of season set-up of harvest equipment and AMS
In-field set up of spreader/drill for VRA
Produce VRA (or yield) maps to customers specification
Bespoke packages
Bespoke optimisation training
Offers

£ 1.00 Per minute
£ 20.00
£ 70.00 Hourly rate + mileage from depot
£ 70.00
£ 55.00 Per receiver
£ 70.00 Hourly rate + mileage from depot
£ 15.00
£250.00
£ 1.50 Per HA
£200.00
£250.00
£250.00
£ 2.00 Per HA
POA
POA
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FORAGE HARVESTER YIELD MAPPING PACKAGE
Get the most from your forage harvester yield maps. Forage harvesters create yield map data from
your fields. Allow us to turn that data into insight and assist you in making agronomic decisions. To
find out more information, or to purchase a Forage Harvester Yield Mapping Package, contact your
local FarmSight Specialist today.
* Phone, text and email support
(within Ben Burgess harvest hours)
* 3 x Remote Display sessions
* GreenStar software update before harvest SPF

SPFH
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* Set up of farm and field data before harvest
* Review of yield data after harvest

RRP
5
£57

5
9
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The Fuel Guarantee Programme.
Do More. Guaranteed.

FUEL GUARANTEE.
Use more than John Deere's target fuel consumption and they'll refund the difference.

EFFICIENCY BONUS.
Use less than John Deere's target fuel consumption and they'll pay you a bonus of 2x the difference.

6R (6CYLINDER), 7R, 8R TRACTORS.

Fuel guarantee includes 6R (6cyl), 7R and 8R Series tractors and applies now to field applications and
transport mode*.

*Transport application in accordnce with the provided JDLink Data (wheel speed above 30kph).

Offers
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CASE STUDY
THE VALUE OF CONNECTED MACHINES
By Macauley Carey
Farming 445 hectares in North Norfolk, farm
owner Algy Garrod and farm manager and
operator John Rutland of B E Garrod &
Partners share the values of having four
connected machines; a 2014 T670i combine
and 2018 6155R tractor, plus a 2014 6210R
with AutoTrac and 2014 M952i Sprayer.

John said “We first started using the
technology that John Deere offer in 2014.
We then bought a 6210R with a StarFire
3000 receiver and SF2 subscription,
achieving 5cm +/- accuracy, to replace two
competitive tractors and a self propelled
sprayer; being the only operator here we
didn’t need to run so many machines. The
self propelled sprayer was replaced with a
6155R with Starfire 6000 SF3 and a 4m Väderstad
John Deere M952i 36m trailed sprayer with
Drill and 6210R with Starfire 3000 SF2 on a 6m
twin select nozzles. This being an ISOBUS
Maschio Power harrow.
implement, it runs through a GreenStar
2630 display in the 6210R, with a section
control activation enabling the sprayer
Having JDLink relaying information such as
sections to be controlled automatically
fuel use, we can accurately invoice any
reducing overlaps when entering and
contract work by fuel usage, hours, area and
exciting headlands. AutoTrac allows me to
tonnage harvested.”
spray without the need for tramlines or
JDLink was developed by John Deere as a
marking out sprayer widths on bare
telematics software. It enables customers'
ground. In 2016, we realised the potential
machines with a MTG (Modular Telematics
of the GreenStar guidance system when we
Gateway controller) to be tracked, connected
were told that with the same display from
to the 2630/4600/4640 enabling dealers and
the M952i we could create yield maps from owners to view the operator's display
a John Deere combine. We came away
remotely, and for documentation to be sent
from another brand and bought a John
wirelessly. This includes yield maps,
utilisation information and fuel usage, to
Deere T670i with a partner, with which we
name a few (JDLink Connect Subscription
are making the most of technologies
required).
available; JDLink, AutoTrac and Yield
Mapping.

“Recently, we traded a further two tractors for
a 6155R. Now having two John Deere tractors
and a John Deere combine on the farm, any
task on the land is made easy; they all work in
the same way. If one tractor goes down whilst
spraying for instance, I can put the other one
on the front with the same guidance tracks
and ISOBUS layout screen. Even though the
6155R has the Gen4 CommandCenter and
CommandArm, they both work with the same
way 'logic', I barely notice a difference.”

T670i combining barley.
John went on to say “The service we receive
from Ben Burgess is second to none. A few
years back when I was unable to use my
tractor, I arranged to have it taken to Ben
Burgess for repair and was back ploughing
with a loan tractor within three hours. More
recently, whilst getting-to-grips with the new
6155R, Mac at Beeston provided me with any
assistance needed. He dialed into my 4600
display and talked me through the screen
controls remotely; no time was wasted on
travelling. With the tractor, I received one
year's free Connected Support to get me
started. This enabled me to get any help I
needed relating to the tractor or guidance
system completely free. I have never been left
stranded and I feel that, even as a relatively
small outfit compared to other farms, the
service I have received has been outstanding.”

6210R with Bailey trailer and T670i with 630R header, ready for harvest.

Case Study
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NEW AutoTrac Universal 300 Package

StarFire 6000 Receiver | Gen4 4240 Display
Gen4 AutoTrac Activation | ATU300
Choice of Installation Kit*

*T's & C's apply. **Excludes parts and installation
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YOUR FARMSIGHT TEAM
Carl Pitelen
Norwich
carlpitelen@benburgess.co.uk
07770581408

Paul Moss
Newmarket
paulmoss@benburgess.co.uk
07501726054

Joe Howard

Peter Roffe
Coates & Ellington
peterroffe@benburgess.co.uk
07826939786

Macauley Carey
Beeston
macauleycarey@benburgess.co.uk
07501 726051

Aylsham
joehoward@benburgess.co.uk
07787554344

www.benburgess.co.uk | 01603 628251 | greenstar@benburgess.co.uk

